From the Principal
At Wenona, we are continually striving to provide a stimulating,
contemporary and relevant educational environment for our young women.
We seek to challenge traditional concepts of schooling, and do so by
focusing on diverse learning experiences that help our students become
creative thinkers, life-long learners, and leaders in their chosen fields.
To fulfil our ongoing commitment to future Wenonians, we are focused
on exploring future directions in technology, researching contemporary
learning environments, and developing creative and stimulating
educational experiences.
As we celebrate Wenona’s 130th year, we look to the future with a
determination to provide every opportunity for our young women. We are
committed to providing an outstanding educational environment that will
enable them to develop their passions across a broad range of disciplines.
In the physical environment, our driving force is the Master Plan, developed
by Wenona’s Board of Governors over the past two years. It provides a
comprehensive road map for the ongoing development of the School, and
is a significant cornerstone of the School’s vision.
The first stage of this Master Plan will be the development of a worldclass, multi-purpose educational facility that will include state-of-the-art
STEM laboratories, an Aquatic Centre with additional specialist sports
functionality, a purpose-built food technology kitchen and a universitygrade learning commons for the Senior College.
It is with deep gratitude that I thank you for supporting this investment in
the future of all Wenonians.
DR BRIONY SCOTT
Principal

“We look to the future with a
determination to provide every
opportunity for our young women.”
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Developments in education and STEM
Throughout the developed world, a new
approach to education is emerging;
one that harnesses physical and digital
interaction, values informal collaboration
and explores individual learning styles.
Creativity, problem solving, critical
thinking and communication skills are
also crucial to forming the foundations of
an adaptive and nimble global workplace
of the future.

Significantly, skills in the fields of science,
technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM) are internationally recognised
as the lifeblood of emerging industries
such as biotechnology, information
& communications technology (ICT),
advanced manufacturing and renewable
energy. To study these subjects effectively,
students require access to specialist
equipment and teaching resources.

“This development will challenge
traditional boundaries with sustainability
at the heart of its design.”
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Our Vision and Master Plan
Wenona is committed to providing leading-edge learning
experiences, designed to foster the flexibility and creative
thinking needed for complex problem solving challenges
of the future. Our vision is to provide a stimulating education
that equips our girls to serve and shape their world.
It is essential we provide the infrastructure to support these
educational ambitions with world-class facilities that will meet
the changing needs and goals of our students for generations
to come.
Our Board of Governors has been developing strategies for
effective progress in all areas of our educational methods,
resources and environments over the past two years. The
resulting Master Plan will inform the short and long-term
development of the School’s infrastructure.

Wenona STEM Centre
and Sporting Facility
The first stage of our Master Plan implementation will be
construction of the Wenona STEM Centre and Sporting
Facility. This world-class, ecologically driven, educational
and sporting complex will not only promote excellence in
STEM studies, but provide a holistic, dynamic and uniquely
experiential learning environment.
Designed by architects Tonkin Zulaikha Greer, the
$40 million development will be a working example of
sustainable design excellence. Students will witness the
dynamics of ecologically sustainable materials, structures
and systems at work.
The university-style building is designed around a
multi-level open space to create a social ecosystem
with connectivity the key to its flexible, consultative and
collaborative learning spaces. It will include:
n A purpose built STEM Centre including learning areas,
state-of-the-art labs, and food technology kitchens.
n An ecologically designed Aquatic Centre, including a
water polo-ready 25m swimming pool, learn to swim
pool and change rooms.
n A sports science hub including gymnastics centre and
bio mechanics sports equipment.
n University-grade learning areas, seminar spaces,
exhibition spaces and flexible, interchangeable
learning and collaboration areas.
n Internal/external green spaces for reflection, study and
collaboration.
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Our Rationale
Why is this the first project in the
Master Plan?
The construction for the Wenona STEM Centre and
Sporting Facility can be completed with limited
disruption to the normal activities of the school and,
once completed, will provide the flexible student areas
necessary to facilitate subsequent construction phases.

Who will benefit from this project?
Every Wenonian will enjoy and participate in the exciting
educational programs offered by the new STEM centre
and recreational facilities as they cater for students of
all ages.

How will the project be funded?
Wenona has excellent financial governance and is
carrying minimum debt. In preparation for this project,
the School will ensure nearly $20M will be available
before the main building contracts are signed. The
balance will be covered by commercial borrowings and
funds raised by the Capital Appeal. The more money
raised by the Capital Appeal, the less commercially
borrowed funds required and the earlier we can move on
to Stage Two of the Master Plan.

How much will be spent on raising funds?
Wenona will support the project to ensure 100 per cent
of every donation will go towards the proposed project.
This is an all-inclusive Capital Appeal, with every
member of the Wenona community asked to contribute.
We recognise the diverse financial capabilities of donors
and appreciate every contribution because every dollar
will count.
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Timeline
What is the time frame for the project?
Plans are already underway to prepare for the
commencement of the building work. Offices and
departments within the School have been relocated and
the Uniform Shop has been moved to Miller Street. Subject
to planning approval, the project will commence in 2016
and our girls will be enjoying the new facility by 2018.

What disruption will be caused by
building works?
Considerable thought has been given, and consultation
sought, to minimising any impact of the building program
on students and teachers, as well as the surrounding
community. The building site will be well contained and
progressive construction management will be employed
to minimise disruption. Measures will be in place to
ensure the safety of Wenona students at all times.
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From the Foundation

Gift options and net costs

Anyone can become a philanthropist. It is not about the size of your gift but investing
in the future of our children.

Gift amount

At Wenona, each girl feels the benefit of the past generations’ generosity provided to the
School over its 130 year history. During every girl’s time at Wenona, she will use the
swimming pool, the library, the canteen and enjoy the gardens. Every girl will, in the near
future, enjoy and participate in the exciting educational life and programs offered by this
new STEM Centre and Sporting Facility.

$500,000
$250,000
$100,000
$50,000
$20,000
$10,000
$5,000
$2,000

We are grateful for the generous support of Wenona community members who have
contributed to annual giving over the years. Your contributions have ensured Wenona
remains at the forefront of educating young women to serve and shape their world.
This project is designed to bring benefit to current and future generations of Wenonians.
Your support of the 2015/2016 Capital Appeal will be invaluable in the realisation of this
important initiative.
On behalf of the Foundation Board , we thank you for your generosity.
BRETT GOODIN
Chair, Wenona Foundation Board
MARIE SOGHOMONIAN
Chair, Wenona Capital Appeal 2015/2016

How can I contribute?
There are several ways a donation can be made:
n A one-off gift.
n A gift pledged over three years.
n A regular giving commitment.
For further information, or to have a confidential discussion about your contribution
to the 2015/2016 Capital Appeal, please contact Shelana Silver, Director of
Development, on (02) 9409 4481 or email ssilver@wenona.nsw.edu.au;
or visit the official Capital Appeal website www.wenona130plus.nsw.edu.au.

Net cost to Donor
after tax (49%)
$255,000
$127,500
$51,000
$25,500
$10,200
$5,100
$2,550
$1,020

This is based on the top marginal tax rate of 45%, the 2% Medicare Levy and the
Temporary Budget Repair Levy of 2% which applies through to 2016-17. Donors should
confirm the above with financial advisors.

Recognition of your gift
Every pledge is vital to the realisation of Wenona’s vision for the future of our students
and the success of this ground-breaking project. All donations to the Wenona Capital
Appeal will be recognised alphabetically in the 2016 Wenonian, and displayed on an
honour board of recognition according to the following recognition levels.

Pledge
$2.00+
$20,000+
$50,000+
$100,000+
$250,000+
$500,000+
$1M+

Recognition Level
Friend
Builder
Leader
Guardian
Benefactor
Patron
Life Patron

Naturally, donors may also choose to remain anonymous
The Wenona Foundation is a registered Deductible Gift Recipient
(DGR) so all gifts made to the 2015/2016 Capital Appeal are
tax deductible.
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Celebrating 130 years
Wenona has a strong legacy of philanthropic giving.
The generosity and foresight of parents, alumnae,
teachers and benefactors has seen the school flourish
since its foundations 130 years ago.

1886
‘Woodstock’
School opened
by
Edith Hooke
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1922
‘Ernieville’
opened
as School
House

1929
Old Palmer
House
purchased

1937 -1939
Old Hooke
House and
other cottages
purchased,
School House
dormitory
extended

1940
Old Allard
House
(‘The Jungle’)
purchased

1950 - 1959
Science
laboratory
and extra
classrooms
built

1961
Messiter
House and
Ralston House
purchased

1961
New Allard
House and new
Palmer House
purchased

1964
Edith Ralston
Wing opened

1966
Frances Mills
Laboratories
opened

1970
Assembly
Hall and
gymnasium
opened on
old Palmer
House site

1973
First Language
Laboratory
opened

1978
Barbara
Jackson
Library opened

1983 - 1986
Hooke House
opened,
Pascoe House
purchased and
Hooke House
pool completed

1989
Judith Dey Arts
and Science
Wing opened

1990 - 2002
Music centre,
Senior College,
Language
Laboratory,
Multimedia
centre and
campus
upgrades

2003
Information
Technology
Centre in
Barbara
Jackson
Library opened

2004
Miller Street
complex and
linking bridge
opened

2008 - 2010
Boarding
facilities at
Allard, Ralston
and Messiter
Houses
opened

2011
Woodstock
Infants campus
opened

2013
Independent
Theatre
purchased
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Capital Appeal Committee
Wenona
Chair, Wenona Board of Governors; Foundation Board Member
Principal; Foundation Board Member
Business Manager; Foundation Board Member
Director of Development

Gary Turner
Briony Scott
Andrew Leake
Shelana Silver

Capital Appeal Planning Committee Members
Brett Goodin

Chair, Wenona Foundation; Member of the Board of Governors

Marie Soghomonian

Chair, Wenona Capital Appeal 2015/2016;
Foundation Board Member; Alumnae President

Campbell Lobb

Foundation Board Member

Sally Evans

President, Wenona Parents Association; Foundation Board Member

David Armstrong

Foundation Board Member

Nicola Barrett-Lennard

Capital Appeal Committee Member

Stella Carnegie

Capital Appeal Committee Member

Sarah Deveson

Capital Appeal Committee Member

Catriona Dixon

Capital Appeal Committee Member
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